CHAPTER 4 DESIGN ETUDE

DESIGN A
SOUND LOGO!

Design, using CHUCK and/or another programmable tool, your own computer-generated sound logo. Aim for 15-30 seconds in duration. Think of it as a "short musical statement with a purpose."

**PART 1: PRAGMATICS**

Understand and articulate the sound logo's purpose (who is it for, what do you want it to convey?). Is it for yourself? or an organization you belong to? your community? a family member? your cat? pet snake? what do you want it to say about the entity that the sound logo is to represent?

**PART 2: AESTHETICS**

Aesthetically, artistically, where do you want your sound logo to end up? what kinds of sound do you want to use? will you record sounds and transform them, or will you generate your own? do you want the result to be recognizable or symbolic and surreal? experiment with how you want it to sound, thinking about how these choices influence the overall feel of the sound logo and how different choices can convey the same general message in different ways. be mindful of having a narrative (e.g., beginning, middle, end). what sentiments and meanings do you want the listener to take away as a result of experiencing the sound logo?

**PART 3: DEPLOYMENT!**

After you code up and assemble the sound logo, to the extent possible, place/test the sound logo in the intended context of its use. when and where would you have it heard? if, for example, it's a sound logo for yourself, do you want it played on your webpage, or perhaps...when you enter a room? (Hmm, find some portable speakers and try it out!)

**PART 4: DOCUMENTATION**

Document the reaction and sentiment the sound logo's deployment generates in you and in others -- by video or in words. then reflect on the experience. did you accomplish what you set out to achieve, pragmatically and aesthetically? feel free to iterate and re-deploy!

good luck, have fun!